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The Mass llatio Method Applied to the t·1easu"t'"Etment of L-Meson Masses 
and the Ene,.gy Balance in Pion Decay 

Walter- H. Ba'!"kas, Wallace Bi'!'"nbaum, and F,..ances M. Smith 

~adiation Labo,..ato,.y 
Univet"sity of Califo'!"nia 

Bet"keley, CalifOT'nia 

ABSTRACT 

We '!"eport a com~ehensive se,..ies of measu~ments made on the masses 

of L~esons ~uced b.1 the 184-inch cyolot,.on. A gene,.al '!"atio principle 

of"measu-r-ement is employed which la.,.gely eliminates systematic e,...,..Or"s. The 

pat"ticulat" method that ve have developed is desOT'ibed in detail. The theory 

of non-equilib'!"ium pa'!'"tiele 01"bits in the cyclot,.on field is wo,..ked out to 

~vide fo"""''lulas f1"0m which momenta ma.y- be calculated, and to obtain the 

momentum distt"ibution functions dete~ined b.1 the ta.,.get and detectot" dimen-

sions. The enS'!"gy-loss p,..ocesses in nucleat" t,...ack emulsion, which is used 

as a stopping material and detecto,.., a,.-e studied and the 1"B.nge-momentum 

exponent q is found. Seva,...al small co'!'Tections to the mean -ange a,.-e 

made. A number of ,..ange stt"S.ggling effects a1"8 evaluated. The theo-retical 

distribution of the quantity Rp-q (R being the ~ge and p the momentum) 

is studied, and the fit"st tht"ee moments of the dist,..ibution a,..e calculated 

explicitly. The dist,...ibution is found to be closely gaussian. F,..am the 

the~ of the dist,..ibution of ?.p-q, the best estimate and the statistical 

unce'!"tainty of the mass ,...atio (e.g., of meson to })T"Oton) are evaluated. A 

numbe,... of effects influencing the 1"atio a'!"G studied, but all the C01"rections 

found a,..e Ve"f"Y small. The measu1"'8ment of the momentum acqui ..-ad by the muon 

when a pion decays has also been treated. Seve~al impOt"tant ,.elations con-

neoting this quantity with the pa.,.ticle masses a1"'8 then int~uced. 

Appa~tus developed fo,... the application of the ,...atio p1"inciple is desc~ibed. 

A numbe~ of expa,...iments in which mesons and ~tons of simila~ velocities 
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W6?'6 detected in the same nuclea,.. t,..aok plate at-e T"epoT"ted. Each expe.,..iment 

ws ;..epeated a numbe,.. of times. The measu ... ements of pa,..ticle ,..anges and 

o.,..bi t pa ... amete.,..s 1 the magnetic field measurements, the di1nensional tole,..ances, 

the calculations, and othe,.. impo.,..tant details a~ discussed. 

The following mass ,..atios a'1"9 repo,..t,ed: 

rr+/prooton = 0.14887 ± o.ooou 
1T-/1T+ = 0.998 ± o.oo2 
'IT+ j;.l = 1.321 ± 0.002 • 

The cente~of~ss momentum acqui~d by~the muon in positive pion decay was 

measu..-ed as 29.80 ± 0.04 Hev/c and its ene.,..gy, 4.12 ± 0.02 Mev. All the 

T"esults a~ consistent if the t"Sst mass of the neut~l pa,..ticle in the pion 

decay is zero. With this assumption, tne measurements fu,..the,.. imply that 

the positive p~uon mass diffe~nce is 66.41 ± 0.07 elect,..on masses. The 

de.,..ived masses, in units of the elect,..on mass, a'1"9: 

1T+ = 273.3 ± 0.2 

-1T = 272.8 ± 0.3 

~+ = 206.9 ± 0.2 • 

.; 
i 
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I. IMrRODUCTION 

The determination of pion and muon masses presented special p~oblems 

which slowed the convergence of the nume~ous ea~ly measu~ments.1 One of 

the va,..ious r-easons that p'l"8cision is difficult to attain is that no known 

compa,..ison pa~ticles with app~oximately the same specific cha~ges as those 

of L-mesons a,..e available, so that we cannot utilize doublets analogous to 

those of atomic mass spect'!'"Omet,..y. The'1"8fo-e, absolute measu~ements of 

quantities dete,..mining the mass usually we~ employed. 

2 It ~s noticed, howeve~, that the mass no~lizes a numbe~ of 

measu~able quantities so that when divided by the mass, they become functions 

of the velocity alone. F~ pa,..ticles of the same cha~ge, the ene~gy (total 

o~ kinetic), the momentum, the ~ange, the total ionization, the roecip~ocal 

Qf the mean scatte~ing angle, and the ~e va~iance a'l"8 such quantities. 

Fo~ nuclea,.. t,..ack emulsion, fu ... the~ quantities of this so,..t a,..e obtained 

f,..om the seve ... al diffe.,..ent measu'l"8s of the total amount of developed silver 

in the t'Ptllck.J The froequent appea~ance of the mass as a scale facto,.. suggests 

a means fo.,.. dete~g the ,..atio of the meson mass to that of a compa~ison 

pa.,..ticle f'!'"Om ~lative measu~ments. F~ example, if the ~tio of meson 

momentum to ~oton momentum is adjusted to be equal to the ~atio of the mean 

meson ~nge to the mean p ... oton ... ange, then the velocities a~e equal, and the 

mass ~atio is equal to the ,..atio that is common to the ~anges and momenta. 

The same a~gument applies fo,.. any pai,.. of quantities each of which can be 

exp~ssed as a ~oduc~ of the mass and a function of the velocity. 

D. H. Pe,..kinsJ fi,..st suggested such a ~inciple fo,.. dete~ining ,..atios 

of meson masses f'!"Om the obse ... ved numbe ... s of developed g'Ptllins in emulsion 

t,..acks as functions of the ~esidual ... ange. The de,..ived mass in this exa~ple 

is unfo.,..tunately ve~ sensitive to counting e,..,..o,..s, which may be both statistical 

and systematic, so that the g ... ain count and ~sidual ~nge a-..e not the most 
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satisfaoto~y pai~ of obse~vable quantities fo~ application of this ~inciple. 

Fo~ use with existing techniques, the momentum and the ~ange in emulsion a~e 

the most satisfact~y quantities in spite of the inhe~ent limitation set by 

~nge st~aggling. An impo~tant featu~ of ou~ analysis is the selection ro~ 

statistical t~atment of a function of the measu~d quantities whose dist~ibu

tion is substantially no~l, and of which the moments a~ calculable. 

Prio~ to this measu~ement ~og~am, tn~e had been conside~able develop

ment of ~ange and momentum methods4 fo~ dete~ning pa~ticle masses, pa~ticu

la~ly by ~. B. B"Ode and his collabo~to~s. Because it was necessa~ ro~ them 

to use cosmic ~ays, howeve~, they did not enjoy a numbe~ of advantages that 

a~e gained when one can wo~k with cont~olled pa~ticle sou~ccs in vacuum while 

using the st~ng and extensive magnetic field of the cyclot~n fo~ momentum 

measu~ements. ~ange plus ionization5 measu~ments, and ~ge plus scatte~ing6 

measu~ments, as well as a few obse~vations of momentum and momentum loss, 

momentum and eleot~on collision, etc., have also been used to estimate meson 

masses. 

Pa~allel to the application of di~ct means ro~ measu~tng meson masses, 

p~eoise indi~ot methods have recently been developed uhioh invoke the oonse~va-
. 

tion laws ro~ ~ocesses in which the meson is c~eated o~ dest~oyed o~ which 

depends on calculations of the ene~gy states of the meson in a masonic atom. 

Such methods ultimately may p~ovide measu-ements or the highest ~cision, but 

it is impo~tant to insu~ at the outset that the phenomena themselves a~e 

~ fully unde~stood. A~ement of indi~ct -esults with those obtained di~eotly 

may be put forwa~ as st~ng evidence·fo~ the co-rectness of the hypothetical 

reaction (and equally fo~ the validity of the assumptions employed in the 

di~ect method). Examples of such indi-ect meson mass measu~ements a~ the 

following: (a) mass of the ~+ meson f~m the end point of its posit~on 

spect~um;7 (b) mass of the rr+ meson by analysis of its p~oduotion in ~oton-
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PrQton aollisions;8 (e) mass of the rr- meson r~om the ene~gy of photons asso

eated with its eaptu~ in hyd~gen; 9 and (d) masses of negative mesons r~m 

ene~gies of masonic-atom x~ay t~ansitions.10 

Aside f~m the intT"insie impo,..tanee to be attached to knowledge of 

the meson masses, the mass-eneT"gy balance is an obvious test of the eo~~etness 

of the.assumed decay P"Oeess. Into the eonse~vation equations fo~ pion deeay 

ente~ not only :the masses but also the cente ... -of-mass muon momentum. As pa,..t 

of this complete ~~t we have, the~ero~, included measu~ements of this 

quantity in addition to mass-~atio measu~ments. A study has been made of the 

+ + ~J 
ene~gy balance of the pion~uon decay scheme, rr ~~ + u • All the mass and 

kinetie-ene ... gy ~lati~ns connected with the dynamics of the decay contain the 

mass ~atio and the a.m. momentum acqui~d b,y the muon a~ the time of o~eation. 

This phase of the wo ... k yields a ~ecise value fo'l" the positive pion-muon mass 

diffe...ance, and a new uppe ... limit f~ the mass of the neut~al pa ... ticle Y • 

. , 
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II. OUTLINE OF METHOD 

The ~inciple of the mass~atio method is sketched in this section; 

the detailed t~eatment of each phase of the analysis is taken up as a sepa~ate 

topic. 

The the~1 of ene!"gy loss of a cha,..ged pa,..ticle penet""ating matte.!' 

leads to the exp~ssion 

dT/~ = f(p) • (1) 

This fo,..m is valid in good app,..oximation fo,.. the mean ,..ate of ene,..gy loss 

by all pa,..ticles that ca,..,..y the same cha.-.. ge and that a-..e massive compa,..ed to 

the elect,..on. In Eq. (1), f(p) is a function of the pa~ticle velocity, R is 

the r>esidual .,..ange, and T is the kinetic ene!"gy. Since T is equal to the ...est 

mass, ~0 , times a function of the velocity, Eq. (1) can be integ,..ated. One 

obtains 

(2) 

A number of small co.,..~ctions to Eqs. (1) and (2) a,..e dis,..ega~ed fol" 

the moment. They aT"e t'l'"9ated late.,... Since the velocity is a function of p/;.t0 , 

whe~ p is the pa,..ticle momentum, one can also ~ite 

• (3) 

• 
In ou~ expeT"iments, Ilfo~ C.2 emulsion was the mate,..ial in which ,..anges 

we-e measu~ed. Conve,..ting the ,..ange-ene~gy 'T"Glation fo~ ~otons in emulsion to 

a -..a.nge-momentum ~lation, one finds that the p,..oton data can be exp ... essed by 

• (4) 

The exponent q is a slowly var>ying pa,..amete,.. which -..emains ,..ema,..kably constant, 

with a value of about 3.44 fo .... p,..otons of 25 to 40 ~'1ev. 

OombiningEqs. (3) and (4), one obtains 

R/M =. c (p/H)q , 

'Where !-1 is the mass e~ ssed in units of the ~oton Jnass. 

( 5) 
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In dete..-rnining a mass ,.-atio, one eliminates a by mea.su,..ing ,..anges 

of test pa,..ticles (e.g., pions) and compa,..ison pa,..ticles such as ~otons in 

the same nuclea ... t,..ack plate. p,..iming quantities associated with the compa,..i

son pa,..ticle and taking its mass to be unity, one obtains the following exp~s

sion fo,.. the unknow mass: 

(6) 

It is impo1"ta.nt to notice that when we have the ... atio ~./R 1 · = p/p1 , a 

special situation exists in which M must be equal to this '!"atio no matte,.. what 

value of q is assumed. This condition is attained when the velocity of the 

test pa,..ticle is that of the compa,.ison pa,..ticle. In ~inciple this equality 

can be ap~oached expe,..imentally by a method of successive a.p~oximations.l2 

ll: In Eq. ( 6) only the ~~tios of -a.nges and momenta appea,... Imp~tant 

systematic e...,..o,..s a ... e eliminatecl by the mass-atio method when the ,...anges of 

both types of pa,..ticles a~ measu~d in the same body of stopping mate-ial 

and when both momenta a~ measu~d in the same magnetic field. 

F~ the statistical t ... ea.tment of the data., a function of the measu,..ed 

quantities is sought that is dist-ibuted almost n~mally and with calculable 

moments about the mean value. Such a quantity (see Eq. ( 6)) is the pa.,.ticle 

~nge divided by the qth powe ... of its appa,..ent momentum. ThP- value of q is 

date-mined by the condition that the expectation value of the quotient not 

depend on the momentum in the velocity inte,..val selected fo ... the measu~ments. 

F,.om the ~tio of such expectation values fo.,. diffe~nt pa.,.ticles at nea ... ly 

equal velocities, one obtains a measu,..e of the ... atio of thai ... masses which 

does not depend on the exponent q, on the stopping mate,..ial, n~ on the abso

lute value of the magnetic field employed to measu~e the momenta. 
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III. THE PA'1TICIE M<Y1ENTffi.1 

A. O~bit Calculations 

In ~de~ to find pa~ticle masses by this method, one must measu~ 

momenta with good accu~acy. The following calculations apply to all pa~ticles 

of cha~ge e. The discussion, when it must be specific, ~lates to the situa

tion in which the sou ... ce of pa ... tioles is a small ta.,.get bomba,..ded by the inte,..nal 

cyctot,..on be~~, and pa.,.ticles eme.,.ging f.,.om the ta ... get a~ detected in nuclea~ 

t ... ack emulsion. One can obse ... ve the point whe-e the pa,..ticle ente-s the su.,.face 

of the emulsion. He can also measu~e the angles desc,..ibing the di.,.ection of 

pa-ticle motion at the point of detection. With the empi,..ically known magnetic 

field intensity function, these data a-e sufficient to date-mine the momentum, 

but because the field is not unifo~, the p~cise calculation of the momentum 

~equi~s a somewhat elabo~ate t,..eatment. 

It is simplest to describe the particle motion in eylindrical 

coordinates (r, p, z) coaxial with the cyclotron field (see Fig. 1). The 

cyclotron field is assumed for these calculations to have axial symmetry. 

The validity of this assumption must be verified by appropriate measurements. 

Firat one considers orbits confined to the median plane, where the magnetic 

field intensity is a function only of r. Then particles with small momentum 

describe trochoidal13 paths reaching a minimum radius R1 and a maximum 

radius H.2 (the libration limits). Let (rJ.., ~1 ) be the poin1f1: of origin (the 

target) and (r2, P2) the point of detection. The quantity (r d¢/dr) 2 is also 

.. obtained from the direction of the track at the point of detection. The 

dynamical probleml4 is then treated qy introducing the Lagrangian for the 

particle motion: 

(%) ;;j: If(;..) c/.11. 
Q 

Now r2 + r2 ¢2 = ~2 c2 is one constant of the motion. Since ¢ is an 

(7) 
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ignorablo coordinate, ~ ( ~ ~ ) = 0, and 

~ )I; :A.¢ 1/1.-(l~~ ... fk. +(~) ~z-;ldrc.-
1 /'l, 

is also a constant of the motion. If we define tanA ;: dr/rd~, this con-

stancy is expressed by 

r cos/t = r 1 cos ~ 1 - 1/K /r rHdr, 
rl 

.., 

2 -1/2 [ ;;} where for the momentum tt
0
p c (1 - p ) = (e/c) H fj , 

(e/c)K. Since the point of detection lies on the orbit, 

L
A.:a.. 
A II J .It, . K = . .:P.I ... 

,/f. I CfrO,~ ~-ft. J.. c,.c.. A~ 

In this expression everything is observable except A 1 • 

The equation of the orbit is 

¢ = 1,.. for*~ d ./IJ 

~ p,. 
in which A is the function of r given by Eq. (8). 

(8) 

"'e have written 

we obtain 

(10) 

The poles in the integrand may be avoided and the integration carried 

out14 by introducing a parameter { given by 

The integrated form.of the orbit is 

oQ 

¢ = Cll"c. sm{ f.~"Y} +a,_1' + I Cl11 ~YIT 
)I}::: I 

(11) 

The an and f' 
0 

are defined belo"'. If the magnetic field betveen R1 and R2 

is described by an even polynomial in r (that odd powers do not enter may be 
' I 

inferred from the behavior of the cyclotron field at r = 4) as follows, 
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1
'Rl.. 

. ll~~ =0 
then R. 

f ~-~ ~+~ Now 0 ;:; 
2 

, so H0 fo = K. We also define R !1~- • In 

terms of these quantities the an may be calculated. Expressions for the first 

three follow: . h 'i ) 

a. = f',:l.. [ -R :>.. + J.R 'f( Rl. + rc I .,.. 3 Ab ( R."' + Jl? .. f. +fa J 

- J fc).. 1 J.. - J: 'l. /..; { 7 R 'l.fo ,_ +- ( f., 'I) + ' ' ' 1 
R p,3 [ ~ ~., - %_ ~~ ~ '1/,( R~+f'. ") ~ ( CR'" +I<> r.')J • f'f+ "] 

-f-. . ' ' ] 

~The first term of Eq. (11) describes a circular orbit. The second 

superimposes a precession around the axis of symmetry, and the Fourier sum adds 

an harmonic perturbation of the precessing circular orbit. The orbit is 

periodically tangent to the libration circles of radii R1 and R2• 

Equation (11) for the orbit may be used to evaluate )\ 1 under arbitrary 

conditions; for approximately 180° bending in a slowly varying field, with 

Pl = P2 ~, the calculation is particularly simple. In this case 

t\ 1 ~R T1/r1 ; rr- ~ 2 ~ R (rr - ~2)/r2 ; so I\ 1 = (rt - ....-) 2 +A 0 ), 

" 

H2 - H1 
'Where 0 ~rr/2 H2 + Hl 

Then, from Eq. (9), 

(12) 

--
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In Eq. (12) all quantities needed to determine K are measurable. A bending 

of 180° also enables one to measure momenta with the minimum error, as, 

in first approximation, the diameter of the orbit is observed direct1Y1 and 

the derived momentum is inr.;ensitive to the observed angle, A 2• 

To simplify the momentum calculations one introduces a rectangular 

coordinate frame with the x-axis lying along a radial line extending toward 

larger radii and with the z-axis parallel to the field axis. The origin is 

at the center of the target and measurements 'are made with apparatus con-

structed so that the center of the detecting plate lies along the line 

z = -z
0 

in the xz plane. The angle 9 1 , defined belo\-11 and x0 , the x coordinate 

at which the orbit crosses the x-axis, are~then found with negligible error 

from the track position ani direction. 

For a particle starting at the center of the target, 

L
/'1..1+ Xo 

A H e/.~v . 

k - /l.J ~ 7 8 '+ ..lo) +fzl rx,jc;.-s I 
(13) 

In this expression, 91 is the angle to the y-a.xis measured in the xy plane 

at which the orbit crosses the x-axis; 9' is positive when the orbit has 

not yet reached the outer libration limit. In our experiments, A 0 is 

entirely negligible for the meson orbits but not for the proton orbits. 

For mesons, 

k= (13') 

If the angle of the orbit to the median plane (the xy plane) is y, 

then .Ce/c)K sec y is the to~l momentum of the particle. A nominal value 

of y is Yo =. arc tan 2zo • The quantity 
11Xo 1ft1 +-Xo 1 
~ r'o . ft 1-1 t:Jl./1-

/- ~~ 
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may be expressed graphically as a function of Xo• so that the momentum cal

culations become much simplified. 

Some attention must be given to the constancy of the corn.ponent of 

particle motion perpendicular to the median plane. In our experii:1ents this 

component of velocity is ahiays small and the composition of it with the 

component parallel to the median plane is accomplished in multiplying eK/c 

by sec y, where y has been assumed constant along the orbit. '£o test the 

validity of this proced1u·e, it will suffice to estimate the deviation from 

constancy of the velocity com1~nent perpendicular to the median plane • 

• If z1 is the initial compr~ent of velocity parallel to the z axis 

and il z is the maximum change in this component, then it is readily shown 

that 

Joz/zl/ ~ (rr/2 - 1) fo n/~, 
where n ::: -(r/Hz) a Hz/o r • Here n has been assumed constant. Actually 

it varies slowly, but it has a maximum value in our experiments of 0.07, so 

even for proton orbits with F 0 ~ 71./J, tlle maximum deviation from constancy 

of • z is not more than 1 percent. Therefore one can safely treat the tHo 

components of velocity as independent. 

B. ~inite-Target and Detector Effects 

The apparent momentmn p is calculated on the assumption that the 

particle starts at the center of the target and that its orbit crosses the 

xz plane at a definite height (-z0 ) with y::: y
0

• The target has usually 

been made in the form of a rectangular parallelepiped of finite dimensions 

2a, 2b, and 2c in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. Furthermore, 

particles are accepted for measurement with 9' lying in a finite interval, 

and they strike the surface of the emulsion anywhere in the searched area, 

which is symmetrically located with respect to the x axis. Particles with a 
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distribution of true momentum p1 therefore contribute to the group with 

apparent momentum p. Consequently, one must study the function U(~,p), 

Which gives the probability U(p1,p)dpt that the true momentum lies 

between PI and PI + dp1, when the apparent momentum is p. The question 

may be treated in a general manner by calculating 

<PJ. "> = J P:J_ n U(~,p)dP]_ = pn (1 + Wnl (14) 

In the design of the experiments the W n are made as small as possible. 

They are evaluated as follows: With the origin at the center of the target, 

the orbit is assumed to begin at the point (x1 , y1, z1) and is observed to 

cross the x axis near the outer libration limit at x = x0 , making an 

angle 9' with the y axis. The emulsion surface is assumed to lie in the 

plane z = -z0 - IE y with x0 >> z0 and c << 1. The particle is observed 

to enter the emulsion at a point having a y coordinate equal to y2 as illus

trated in Fig. 2. The W n have been calculated2g for each experi."'lental 

situation by first expanding the expression for the nth power of the momentum 

p1 through terms of third order in the small quantities z0 /x0 , x1/x0 , y1/xo, 
z1/x0 , Y2/x0 , 9 1 , and e . Then the appropriate mean values are introduced. 

The distributions of 9 1 and y2 are observed. The distributions of 

x1, y1, and z1 can be inferred from the geometry of the target and other 

information relating to the problem. 
+ . 2i For ~ mesons coming from the target, 

+ 411 the particles are assumed to arise from the decay of rr mesons that stop 

in a very·thin layer on the surface of the target. Because the only muons 

accepted for measurement are those which have nearly the characteristic 

decay velocity, such particles conld not have emerged from deep in the 

target. No negative values of 9' can be associated -with muons coming from 

the surface x = +a, and no positive values of 9' are associated with muons 

coming from the surface x = -a. + One actually observes a number N with 9' 

positive and N- with 9 1 negative. For protons and pions it is assumed that 
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the orbits start with equal probability anywhere in the target. This is a 

justified assumption because on the one hand measurements of the radioactivity 

throughout the targAt show the activity to be uniform, and on the other hand 

the nature of the low-energy pion spectrum is fair~ well described b,y stating 

that the number of mesons per unit range interval is approximately constant. 

The energy loss in the target, then, has little effect on the distribution 

of positions from which the mesons come. In all cases the finite-target 

effects are small, and for the protons, as will be shown, they are almost 

completely negligible • 

; 
I 
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IV. THE PARTICLE RANGE 

A. Energy-Loss Processes 

Three effects contribute to the average rate of energy loss of a 

charged particle penetrating matter. For our experiments they are, in 

ascending importance, (a) radiation loss, (b) energy loss to nuclei, and 

(c) energy loss to electrons. He must examine these processes in sufficient 

detail2g that we may make appropriate corrections where necessary to the 

basic Eqs. (1) and (2). 

1. Energy Loss by Radiation 

The inltial velocity was selected to be about 0.27 c. For such a 

velocity the total energy loss by radiation is about 1. 5 x 10-5 !·1ev irrespec

tive of mass.15 It is an entirely negligible part of the total energy lost 

in coming to rest. 

2. Energy Loss in Nuclear Collisions 

The energy loss in nuclear collisions2g is about (M/100) Mev (M being 

the mass in units of the proton mass). This does not alter theform of 

Eq. (1), and the whole effect is small in any case, so no special allowance 
1): 

for the energy loss to nuclei is required. 

3. Energy Loss to Electrons 

Interaction with electrons is the predominant energy-loss process 

for fast charged particles penetrating emulsion, and here the Bethe-Bloch 

11 16 theory ' . expresses the rate of energy loss quite well. At low velocities 

no known analytic expression is strictly correct. The initial particle 

velocity chosen by us is higher than that of any of the stopping electrons 

except the K electrons of Br, Ag, and !. Consequently, the theo~ has 

reasonable validity. However, one of the funda~ental advances made in this 

method of mass measurement is an avoidance of any real dependence on the 

nature of the stopping material or on a detailed theory of stopping. The 
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existence of an explicit stopping formula is more a convenience than a 

necessity. 

For a composite material such ae emulsion, the usual theoretical 

expression for the mean rate of energy loss of a fast particle to electrons 

becomes ... 

-<fx> =-"%(-!;)}: (H.;:J~T{;Jyf,~; moj/~(15) 
In this expression J .is defined by 

2_ ;Vi. Zl. ~ I,: 
A.:r: t:~.-------4- J'/,:Zi 

I-

where Ji is the appropriate mean ionization potential of the ith type of 

atom in the emulsion. J1/Zi is a slowly varying function of z. lJsing the 

17 data of Bakker and Segre , we determined Ji graphically for each element 

in the emulsion from the curve of J1/Z1 vs z1• Assuming the stated composi

tion of Ilford C.2 emulsion, we found J to be 270 ev. 

B. Sign Dependence of StopJ?ing Cross Section 

In a preliminary report we called attention2f to the possible differ-

ence in stopping cross sections for particles of opposite sign. The late 

· Professor Enrico Fermi18 has provided us with an estL~te of this difference. 

The result of his calculation is to raise the apparent mass of the negative 

pion in our experiments by 9 parts in lo4. ~Je make this correction in the 

final results quoted in this paper. 

C. Determinat!._on of the Homentum Exponent 

Suppose protons of momentum f\ have a mean range Ri. Then we may 

write the momentum-range relation in the vicinity of the point ~1• Ri) as 

R/R1 = (p/pi)~, and, regarding q as a function of ~~ 
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;.d -. .. ·tr: 
( ,_ ,8 ~ +(d.,. a!<.) 1 0_ :'-) ~i;;;;:; (16) 

0 

T_he quantity dT/dR =- <:> depends on B, J, and the effective density ne 

of electrons. One or both of the quantities ~ and J must be regarded as a 

function of p when ~c is comparable to the velocity of any of the emulsion 

electrons. A semiempirical evaluation of the energy loss function in 

16 emulsion has been made by Vigneron. He states that the value of J must 

be taken considerably higher than that implied b,y the data of Bakker and 
1): 

Segre. He extrapolated the proton range curve to energies beyond the 

accurate measurements known to him, using a value of J = 332 (±25) ev. in 

the high-energy region. His calculations predict precisely the proton 

range (4580 ± 18 microns) at 33.64. He"{ observed incidentally to the mass 

measurements reported here. At higher velocities, however, the measurements 

by Otto Heinz19 favor a mean ionization potential of 276 ± 28 ev. The 

behavior of q when J = 270 ev is used in Eq. (15) is compared with q 

as determined from Vigneron 1 s data for protons in Table I. 

Table I 

Computed Values of q 

T (Mev) 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
___ M_., __ . ___ --... -.-.-- _.,..,.,...,~ .... ~,-·•• __ ,.,,.,.,,...~.--~. 

q270 3.36 3.40 3.43 3.444 3.447 
----"- --··------- -·-·--··---- ------------· -----------·-- ---------------······· ---·------------ ---·----
3.41 3o44 3o46o 3.465 3.465 ).461 3o456 3o45 

The stability of q is remarkable. The slope, dq/dT, passes through zero in 

the vicinity of the velocity interval employed for the mass measurements. 

In this region q depends only on J and is ver,y insensitive to it. The mass 

calculations were actually carried out using q = 3.44 from an earlier 

estimate.2e Because the derived mass is insensitive to the value of q 
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employed, it makes no difference in the results obtained whether 3.44 or 

3.46 is adopted for the value of q. Since the Vigneron value of q and 

that obtained on assuming a value of J = 270 ev are near the limits within 

which q may reasonably lie, an estimated error of 0.03 in q is adequate. 

D. •tange Straggling 

The particle mass and momentum are connected through Eq. (5) with 

the ~ range of the particle. Our experiments measure the distribution of 

a ranHom variable, Rp-q (the normalized range), and the particle mass ratios 

are calculated from the observed mean values of such quantities. ~or the 

mass calculation to be trustworthy, however, it is necessary that one be 

able to account for all the significant contributions to the variance of 

Rp-q. In particular, it is important that the measured particles originate 

only at the target. Using our theoretical distributions of R and p, we are 

in a position to compare the expected distribution of the normalized range 

with that observed. In this "Way, conta.."nination of the mesons with particles 

that could not have eome from the target has been detected in the distribu-

-q 2c tion of Rp observed in an earlier experiment. The background mesons 

had the effect of raising the apparent mass by an amount that exceeded the 

statistical probable error of the measurements. Our prese~t results, 

however, are understandable in terms of the known sources of variance. 

This is a satisfactory situation for the reliability of the data, and it 

is submitted also as evidence that the mass values are discrete. 

A charged particle is brought to rest in matter by numerous colli-

sions, chiefly with electrons. The number of these interactions per unit 

path and the amount of energy lost in each collision are governed by 

chance, so that the distances traveled Qy individual particles of a mono-

energetic group in coming to rest will vary. The fact that emulsion is 

not a rigid homogeneoas stopping material complicates this behavior, so that 
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for a full understanding of the range straggling in emulsion, we carried o~t 

20 a supplementary investigation. The contributions to the variance of Rp-q 

in a typical plate (No. 28849) are quoted briefly in Table II. The total 

variance anticipated is found by calculating the sum of the squares of the 

separate straggling effects, each of which is discussed in Reference 20. In 

our experiments, the emulsion distortion was measured in most of the plates. 

It seldom introduced an important contribution to the straggling. 

Table II 

Percentage standard deviation of Rp-q for positive muons, positive 

pions, and protons at 01::::.0.27 in plate No. 28849. Data quoted 

from H.eference 20. 
i>fa.croscopic 

Bohr Proportional distortion Momentum Calculated Observed 
.Particle straggling _straggli9&_ straggling straggling straggli9« straggling 

1.0 o.o 

0.9 0.2 0.7 

proton 1.35 . 0.36 0.16 0.24 1.5 ± 0.3 

Where a distortion effect was detected in the mean range, corrections were 

made to the final mass values. (See Section VIII.)· 

As pointed out by Lewis21 , the mean range is not given exactly by 

Eq. (2), but the right side of the equation is slightly dependent on the mass. 

The range is increased20•21 by the factor 1 + e1, where e1 ~ 0.41/T<~T/dR>. 

In this expression e1 is dimensionless, T is in r-fev, and it in em. This 

effect, which is closely related to the range straggling, has been evaluated 

and the appropriate correction (which is very small) made in the mass calcu

lation (Section VIII). For a particle whose mass is very large compared to 

that of an electron we write Eq. (5), in the form 

R/M = c
0 

(p/1)% • 

.. 
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de1 Then q and Clo will differ by ~ Pl. dP:t • In our experiments this is only 

about lo-4 for mesons, so that correction of q for this effect is trivial. 

A statistical effect extending the mean range, similar to the Lewis 

Effect, arises from the heterogeneity of the emul_sion. This range extension 

has also been estimated. It is a very small fraction of the range \~en the 

range is large, only about 0.1 micron. It has been neglected. On the other 

hand, a correction of 0.9 micron has been made for the finite grain-spacing 
" 

e.t'fect. 20 

A further effect on the mean range and on the apparent range straggling 

is introduced if the factor b,y which the emulsion shrinks in processing is 

incorrectly estimated. If S0 is the correct shrinkage factor and the shrinkage 

factor assumed is s, then we symbolize the error in the shrinkage factor ~ 

63 = S - S0 • From an independent series of experiments22 we take S = 2.3, 

and for its uncertainty we estimate ~2 = crs2 = o.ol. 
I 

These effects, which influence the mean range, lead us to distinguish 

between the ideal quantity R of Eq. (2) and the actual measured range R1 • 

.. · 
' 
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V. STATISTICAL CALCTJIATION OF MASS RATIOS 

Equation (6) provides the basic formula for the calculation of the 

mass of a particle in units of the mass of·a comparison particle. Measure-

ments on a single meson track \.Zhen compared with similar data from the track 

of another particle yield an estimate of their mass ratio, but because of 

range straggling, the finite target size, and the finite area of detector 

that must be scanned, the measurement of particle masses can be made \.Zith 

much higher precision if one understands the distribution of the quantity 

R1P-q • The empirical distribution function is fotmd, of course, by 

measuring the track length R1 and the apparent momentum p'; for many 

particles. 

If we use the average value of the observed quantity R1p-q instead 

of Rp -q in Eq. ( 6) , it leads to an apparent mass ratio M1, defined by 

~ 1-q = < Rlp -q~~~::',p I-:> (17) 

where again the prime refers to the comparison particle. The connection 

between Mi and the true mass ratio M can be obtained by utilizing the 

information we possess regarding the various distribution functions. 

As in Section III, let U(pl,p)dPl be the probability that the true 

momentum lies between p1 and p1 + d?I "W"hen the apparent momentum is P• 

Also let V(R1,Pl)~ be the probability that the observed track length vill 

lie between R1 and R1 + ~ when the momentum is p1, and let w(p)dp 

be the fraction of the measured values of the apparent momentum which lies 

between p and p + dp. Then the nth moment of the distribution of Rlp-q 

may be ca.leulated: 

< R1n p-n<!) = h/PJ.h R1n p-nq ll(p) U(Pi,p) V(Rl>PJ.) dp dPJ. <111_ (18) 
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For carrying out the integrations we define 

(P> = /pif{}Yfd'?~ and o- 2 = ;(p - t(P) )
2 

W(p)dp. 
> p 

Both these quantities are obtained from the observed distribution of P• 

In our experiments o-p <<(P)• We also note that the sign of the error 

in q is unkno'Wll, so < q - <lol = o. For the sa:ne reason we take<s - S~ = 0. 

'We describe the uncertainty in q by an estimated standard deviation ~~ 

and inS by a;. 
Then from Eq. (18) ~e obtain several quantities of interest: 

(a) The~~ of R1p-q, 

< R
1
p-q) = c

0
Ml-q (1 + e 1 + UJq) , 

where W q and e 1 have been defined above; 

(b) The variance (1"2. Qf R
1
p-q , 

a-~ :. (Rtt' -:J-tt)- ~I f-t):J..= <r5).z [OR 2-+ (R,)'-(tv;..z- ;1 w~[j 

(c) The asymmetry IJ.3 of R
1 

P -q , 
3 

A 3 :. <II/ .,-3t> - 3< r..,-~ >< R.'f ~'&) 1- .).. <..II I f- 'I> 
or 

We then obtain for the mass, ~: 

(19) 

(20) 

(22) 

If there are n observations of R
1
p-q and n·' observations of ~ 'p' -q, the 

variance (f ~.? of this calculated mass is 
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<T'M - o--
(b-1):). J1<R, fi5l.. 

r-
h'<~<; r'-~> ... 

~ ( .. l- ;)_}1.) 
+-~$ 

~~~ -· 
<t')" 

(23) 

) 

where (P') / (P'> 5 M (ll+ r) and ~ and£ 1 are t~e respective dip 

angles in the emulsion of the measured tracks as defined in Reference 20. 

Since the observed distributions of ~· and y2 are employed in 

calculating the mass variance, it would be incorrect to make a further 

statistical allm.7ance for observational errors in these measure::nentso 

Errors in ·ietermining the linear dimensions of the apparatus and 

the shape of the magnetic field distribution have not been included in 

Eq. (31). The experiments were designed so that these effects would not be 

large enough to affect the resQlts by more than a few parts in ten thousand. 

We have assumed that the absolute magnitude of the electric charge 

of the various kinds of mesons is the same as that of the proton, and it 

has also been assumed that the stopping is solely an electromagnetic effect. 

Should these assumptions be inexact, this ineY~ctness may be revealed qy 

discrepancies between the results reported here and precise measurements 

made by other means. 

To obtain the pion wAss in units of the muon mass, a ratio which we 

call a , one uses the equations above with the muon as the comparison 

particle. The groups of particles are measured in the same plate, and their 
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momentum intervals are selected so that the ratio of their momenta is close 

to a. The ratio of the negative pion mass to that of the positive pion is 

found in an analogous manner. Although in these experiments the proton 

mass is usually taken as unity and the fundamental positive pion/proton mass 

ratio is measured, it is a matter of convention eventually to express all 

results in electron mass units. 
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VI. ANALYSIS OF PION DECAY 

A. Relations Derived from Conservation Laws 

A careful study of the energy and momentum balance of the assumed 

mode of pion decay not only tests'the validity of the assu~ption, but also 

yields accurate meson-mass relations in terms of observable quantities. The 

pion, rr, is supposed to decay into a muon, M, and a neutral particle, J) , 

usually assumed to be a neutrino. The process of decay requires the sudden 

creation of a high-velocity muon which must be accompanied by a continuous 

photon spectrum. Therefore, kinetic energies of the muon from zero to the 

full energy T0 are possible. Several authors23 have obtained expressions for 

the distribution function P(T,U)dTdW, for the probability that the muon 

energy will lie in the interval dT and be accompanied by a photon with 

energy in the interval dW. If one integrates P(T,Il)dTdW with respect toW, 

he obtains the probability Q(T)dT that the muon possesses a kinetic energy 

lying between T and T + dT., The ratio of the probability of soft-photon 
11, 

decay to radiationless decay for T < 3.5 ~~ev is calculated to be 

,v. -4 ~ 1.3 to 2.0 x 10 • Fry24, examining anomalously short muon tracks which 

cannot be explained by decay 1n flight, has obtained an experimental value 

for this probability of (3.3 ± 1.6) x lo-4, which is in agreement as to order 

of magnitude. In any event, the probability of obtaining a "low-energy" 

~meson is very small. If one calculates the·mean energy of the rnuon, allow-

ing for the presence of the complete bremsstrahlung spectrum, it is found to 

be but a few hundred electron volts less than the radiationless value of 

~ 4.1 r~ev. Since no anomalously short-range tracks are included in the 

analysis given here, the effect of the inner bremsstrahlung process is felt 

even less and is t6o small to be detected in our experiments. Therefore, the 

decay of the pion may be treated as a simple two-body problem. We write the 

relativistic equations for the conservation of energy and momentum for a pion 
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decaying while at rest as follows: 

mrro2 = (po2c2 + m~2c4)1/2 + 2 2 2 4 1/2 2 2 
(pJI c + mvo ) = m;.P + T~ + mve + T_,, 

Po = Pv • 

For ~lari ty \Je distinguish between the momentum p IJ. of a 11.. meson 

corning from the target and entering the emulsion, and the momentum p0 of 

the ~meson acquired at the instant of its creation. 

From Eq. (24), 

my = m~[c? + 1 - 2a rl + (p.,/mt-Jl)1
112 

with a ;: mtr/mr.z • 

(25) 

One cannot hope by measuring a, m1h and p0 to obtain a value for 

the rest mass of the presumed neutrino with an accuracy comparable to that 

obtained in beta-decay studies, because, as shown in Eq. (25), the mass of 

the neutral particle 1:3 obtained from the difference of tt.ro comparatively 

large numbers. One can merely derive a new limit for the mass of the neutral 

particle and decide if there are any inconsistencies in the presumed mode 

of decay. 

On the other hand, certain quantities can be obtained which are very 

insensitive to the mass of the neutral particle if it. is indeed quite small. 

Hence, assumin.~ m11 = o, we have several important relations as follows: 

1. The Pion-l-1uon t-tass Difference: 

(26) 

As is shown later, ve~J good accuracy can be obtained in the estimate 

·-of the mass difference. This difference, coupled with the value of the mass 

ratio a enables one to derive absolute values of the positive pion and 

muon masses, independent of any other comparison particle such as the proton. 

(24a) 

(24b) 
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2. Masses of the '!>1uon and Pion: 
2a2 

lDrr = am,u. = 2 Pole • 
a - 1 

3. Kinetic Energy of the Muon: 
_ a - 1 _ (a - 1)2 

To - a + 1 PoC - 2a 
2 

m!F 

(27) 

(28) 

From the usual relativistic relations, one can also vrite the kinetic 

energy with no assumptions regarding the mass of the neutral particle; 

To :::: (po 2c2 + mf.}c4) 1/2 - m!F2 • (29) 

B. The Absolute Muon Decay Homent~ 

The conservation relations for the decay process involve the mass 

ratio a and the decay momentum Po• The details of determining a have been 

discussed, and we now concern ourselves with the evaluation of the other impor-

tant parameter, Po• 

The ,u.mesons entering the detector from the target come from the decay 

of pions that stop in the target. They no longer have their full decay energy, 

owing to energy losses within the target. The ranges of f.J, mesons created 

within the emulsion itself, however, also are measured. These mesons are 

referred to as 11/.b-Completes" with momentum p0 , while the muons coming from 

the target we term "f mesons" with momentum P,u.e 
-' 

Two methods involving the fundwnental Eq. (6) are employed to determine 

Po• In the first method; the ,u..-oompletes are compared with the f mesons. 

Then the masses are the same. In Eq. (6) let p :::: p0 and p' = P,Ll.f with 

associated residual ranges R0 and R;.p respectively. Solving for the absolute 

decay momentum, we get 

(30) 

Now, however, the determination of an absolute value for Po requires an 
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"· 
absolute measurement of the magnetic field of the cyclotron. The velocities 

of the two sets of mesons are to be chosen as nearly equal as is consistent 

with having adequate statistics for the analysis. This is desirable, once 

again, to insure that the uncertainty in q not be a significant source of 

error. Using the mean range of the ~completes as well as the mean value of 

the normalized range, -q 
Rltt~tt , and introducing the various corrections, 

one obtains 

(31) 

The subscripts o and tt identify the groups of muons to which the symbols 

refer. 

If ve define t by the relation t=.<PJ'J) - Po 
Po ' where p~ is the 

mean momentum of the r mesons that are selected for range meas1~ments, the 

uncertainty in p0 may be expressed by 

2 
where q-Ro is the observed 

events. The additional term, 

variance or range straggling of n0 .~complete ,....2 
-~H .... , represents the uncertainty in the magni-

H2 ., 
tude of the absolute value of the magnetic field. 

In the second method, the mean range and momentum of the ~-completes 

are compared with the ranges and absolute momenta of rr mesons originating 

at the target and entering the ~~ulsion detector. Again the velocities of the 

two particles are to be chosen approximately equal. Applying the fundamental 
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Eq. (6), we solve for p0 , obtaining 

i (R0> ] t 
f"' ::: ~-·< -.,;\ [ J + 

o( ~rr fu 1 
(33) 

Thus, knowing the value of the mass ratio a from an independent 

study, we have another method for evaluating the absolute decay momentum of 

the muon. If ""' take ('Pn-VPo ;;::. a(l : s), we now express t.he uncertainty 

in Po as follows& • 

,.,. ~ 

+ (1-~) ~ +-
c;('-

-r ~[<~"frr-) 
where ({"a 2 measures the uncertainty in the value of the TT/f..b mass ratio. 

I 

' 

(34) 
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VII. EXPERIMENTS PERFORI-1ED 

A. General Description 

Only the three final experiments of an extended mass measurement 

program are described in this paper. These were made with the 184-inch cyclo

tron. The program was directed specifically to measurements of particle mass 

ratios and the muon decay momentum. These experiments made use of apparatus 

and techniques developed in a long series of earlier experiments. The 

measured quantities are so interrelated that, taken together, the experiments 

provided rather complete information on the meson masses and the energy 

balance in positive pion decay. Some of the quantities were actually over

determined in the process. It should be understood, however, that the negative 

muon mass was not measured, nor was the decay of the negative pion studiedo 

Experiment 1. In this experiment positive and negative pions and 

protons, all in the same ~elocity interval, were simultaneously detected in a 

single nuclear track plate. The experiment was carried out three times, yield

ing data on plates numbered 27152, 27153, and 27154. The information obtained 

enables one to calculate rr+ /proton and rr-/rr+ mass ratios. 

Experiment 2. In this experiment conditions were made favorable for 

comparing the masses of the positive pion and proton, but negative pions were 

not detected. The center-of-mass momentum of the muon, p0 , was also measured 

by utilizing the measured rr+;~+ ratio from Experiment J, along with the muon 

range R0 and the pion normalized range. Experiment 2 was carried out three 

times, yielding ~)lates numbered 28848, 2884J, and 28853. 

Experiment 3. The rr+ /~+ mass ratio, a, was determined by using pions 

and muons coming simultaneously from a single target to the detecting plate. 

By measuring pions of appropriately greater momentum, we obtained data for the 

two kinds of mesons at the same velocity. Also, b,y comparison of the r~~ges 

of muons created by the decay of pions in the emulsion with the ranges of 
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muons coming from the target with measurable momentum, the characteristic 

decay momentum Po was determined. This experiment was repeated five times, 

yielding data from plates numbered 25J57, 25958, 25959, 25961, and 25967. 

The detector used in all these Jneasurements was 1-by-3-inch glass

backed nuclear track emulsion; Ilford C.2 emulsion 200 microns in thickness 

was chosen bacau3e its sensitivity was sufficient to detect the particles 

whose tracks were to be measured, and a greater thickness would have led to 

more error from the distortion and s~inkage effects. Emulsion is well 

suited to these measurements as it performs the functions of both absorber 

and detector. It provides visual evidence of the progress of the particle 

and thus allows an accurate determination of the total range. The fairly 

high stopping power permits absorption of particles of moderate energy within 

a relatively short distance. The different kinds of particles were rather 

easily recognized b.Y their appearance in emulsion. Thus, each rr+ meson was 

seen to decay into a muon on stopping, and for a particle to be accepted for 

measurement as a rr- meson, it was required to make a star. 

The magnetic field intensity of the l!:S4-inch cyclotron decreases 

gradually and nearly linearly from a nominal value of 15,000 gauss at the 

center to 94.~ of this value at a radius of 80 inches. Therefore, all 

particle orbits except the equilibrium orbits precess about the center of 

the cyclotron. The small orbits followed by particles in these experiments 

are trochoidal (see Fig. 1). Vertical oscillations also are present, and the 

median surface at which the radial component of the field vanishes is not 

precisely a plane, so that the level of the circulating proton beam varies as 

it expands radially. The beam loses stability at a radius of 81 inches and 

targets are not place~ beyond this point. 

To take full advantage of the ratio principle, it was necessary that 

the particles be compared approximately at the same velocity. Since the 
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velocity acquired by the muon when the pion decays at rest is fixed, all other 

particle velocities \-tere matched to it, thus determining the apparatus dimen

sions. The velocity differenees ~ere small enough so that the uncertainty in 

q contributed only a negligible amount to the uncertainty of the mass ratios 

or to the absolute momentum measurement. 

All the experiments were carried out in darkness, as it was necessary 

that the plates be e~)osed without any wrapping. Light from arcs to the dee 

and light emanating from the hot cathode of the ion source caused trouble. 

The apparatus vas designed, therefore, so as to shield the plates from light 

as well as from stray protons and neutrons. The curved channels in the shield

ing through which the particles to be measured reached the plates were 

blackened on the inside. 

B. Amratus Details 

In order that the protons and mesons could all experience 180° focusing 

and reach a single plate at the same velocity, it was necessary to provide 

separate targets as sources for protons and mesons. The arrangement is shown 

schematically in Fig. 3 and in someWhat more detail in Fig. 4. This apparatus 

was employed for'both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. The difference between 

the apparatus for these experiments was chiefly in the construction of the 

plate holder and in the replacement of the negative channel of Experiment 1 

by copper shielding in Experiment 2. 

The particles, having left the target in a fairly flat downward

spiraling trajectory, entered the surface of the emulsion with a slight dip 

angle (which we called S ). The target-detector assembly was so constructed 

that a straight line from the center of the cyclotron passed through the 

centers of both targets and along the long axis of the plate. We called this 

the Central Radial Line. For purposes of reference and calculation a local 
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rectangular coordinate system was adopted with the x axis extending from the 

target along the Central Radial Line. In the calculation ~f the momentum, it 

should be emphasized that the locations of the target and detector are con

sidered with reference to two coordinate systems. The local reference frame 

has its origin at the center of the target. In this frame, the distance 

between the target and detector is known to high accuracy ( z 1 part in 104), 

and the entire target-detector assembly remains fixed on its base for a particu

lar exposure. The error in the target-to-detector distance introduces an 

equal percentage uncertainty in the momentum. The second frame of reference 

has its origin at the center of the cyclotron,. for the absolute value of the 

magnetic field was measured as a function of the cyclotron radius. The proton 

probe cart carrying the target-detector assembly can be set at any desired 

radius to an accuracy of ~ 1/8 inch. Since the inhomogeneity of the field 

in this region is about 10 gausses per inch, the error in the location of the 

cart gives an error in the momentum about one part in 104. 

Limitations of space and considerations of background made it advis

able to receive pions and protons on different parts of the plate. Consequently, 

after exposure to protons ~he proton targ~t was removed and the entire assembly 

was moved two inches farther away from the center of the cyclotron so that the 

pions also \-TOuld be received at 80 inches. This was chosen as the radius for 

reception of the particles in order to obtain the highest bombardment energy 

on the targets and yet confine the orbits to the region where the field varies 

slowly. 

The apparatus was carefully designed to avoid contamiU4tion by pions 

not from the target and by those that scattered from the channel walls. The 

pion channels were built of copper around a central orbit 7 inches in diameter. 

The channels admitted orbits having angles up to ± 10° with respect to the 

local y axis. The channels were designed so that particles scattered from 
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their walls could not enter the emulsion at an acceptable entrance angle and 

still lie near the chosen velocity interval. The proton channel was built 

around a central orbit 46.6 inches in diameter. The channel aperture allowed 

entry of orbits emitted within 2° of the y axis. The walls of these copper 

channels were lined with polyethylene, with the idea that the scattering of 

particles hitting the Halls wou_ld be reduced. The channel assembly including 

the two targets and the nuclear track plate constituted the particle camera. 

The camera was built on a cart mounted on rails affixed to the end of 

a radial probe extending into the cyclotron vacuum chamber. The probe was a 

cylindrical shaft of brass which passed into an air lock through a vacuum 

seal in the door. ~fuen the air-lock door had been clamped into place and 

vacuum had been established, the door to the vacuum chamber was opened and 

the whole apparatus was inserted into the cyclotron. Because the dimensions 

of the necessary proton orbit were greater than those of the air lock, the 

proton target was mounted on an extensible rod which was retracted while the 

equipment was in the air lock. \ihen the cart was moved toward the center of 

the vacuum chamber, the rod was extended (by means of a length of strong 

vacuum-hose rubber under tension) until it was brought up against a positive 

stop,when the target was the proper distance from the plate. 

The target in which pions were produced (see Fig. 5) consisted of a 

small block of copper of width 2a = 0.044 inch; length 2b = 0.238 inch, and 

height 2c = 0.361 inch. The width Yas parallel to the Central H.adial Line 

and the length was parallel to t.he bombarding proton beam. The holder was a 

thin 8-inch bar of brass with 1.25-inch arms projecting at each end. The 

target was suspended between the ends of these arms by means of 0.001-inch 

tungsten wire, which was under tension to keep the copper target in place. 

No orbits from the body of the target holder co1lid tenninate on the plate; no 



. . particles from the bottom of the channel could enter the surface of the ernul-
t 

sion; any particle that scattered from the top of the channel and entered the 

emulsion would have too large a dip angle to be accepted. The proton target 

was an 8-inch cylinder of 0.125-inch tungsten, fitted tightly into a vertical 

hole on the end of the extensible rod (see Fig. 4). It was firmly seated b.1 

means of a setscrew which clamped it into position. The effective height 2c 

of the target was obtained from the vertical spread of radi0activity over the 

cylinder after bombardment. The activity vas found to be strong over a distance 

of 1.5 inches. Therefore c = 0.75 inch •. The distribution of the bombarding 

beam must also be considered in pion production. There is a possibility of 

pion emission from the 0.001-inch tungsten wires that suspend the pion target. 

Consideration of the volumes involved, however, leads one to expect only one 

pion from the wire for every 1,000 from the target. In addition, a mock pion 

target, consisting of four 10-mil copper pieces pressed together, was bom-

barded to check the radial distribution of the beam on the target. Each 

section when separated showed essentially the same induced radioactivity. 

The plate holder, designed for Experiment 1, was altered slightly to 
ll, 

provide for a tilt of the plate in Experiment 2. It was made from a brass 

block 1 by 3 by 3/8 inches. Attached to the top edges were three small 

phospher-bronze leaf springs, which served to align the detector plate with 

respect to the top of the holder as well as to clamp it tightly in place. 

Experiment 1. Both positive and negative pions were to be detected; 

therefore, the top of the plate holder was in a horizontal plane. The height 

of the plate holder was governed by our choice of about 7° for the pitch 

angle y
0 

of the central orbits originating from the center of the target. 

The center of the pion target was a distance z
0 

of 1.36 inches above the 

plane of the emulsion.. The corresponding distance for the protons, however, 

was 0.61 inch (owing to the radial variation of the be~~ level). Thus y 
0 
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for the protons -was about o. 5°. Accepted angles 9 1 -were from -10° to 10o for 

mesons and -2° to 2° for protons. 

ExperL~ent 2. In this experiment positive pions and protons -were 

observed. The pitch angle of the central orbits was reduced in order to 

reduce the error in the momentum arising from the uncertainty in its vertical 

component. This 1.:as accomplished by raising the channel assembly (with the 

plate holder) 0.38 inch. However, we \.ranted the pions to have about the same 

angle of dip as before. Therefo1·e a 2° slant t.owaro the positive channels 

was put in the top of the plate holder. The height z0 for pions was 

0.98 inch and for protons 0.23 inch. 

The positions of the targets with respect to the entrance points of 

the particles were established by means of fiducial marks photographed directly 

on the emulsion. This was accomplished with a slit system built into the 

plate holder. The syste~ consisted of two cross-shaped slits spaced 2 inches 

apart-with the center of each 0.5 inch from the edges and the adjacent end of 

the plat~. The arms of the slits were aligned with the Central Radial Line 

to better than 0.2° on a milling machine. Behin1 each of these slits was a 

small flashlight bulb. The bulbs were lighted for a few seconds after the 

detector plate was mounted (emulsion up) on the plate holder. A latent ~nage 

of the slits was thereby left on the bottom surface of the emulsion. These 

lines not only give a permanent record of the exact position of the detector 

at the time of exposure, but also enable the investigator to locate quickly 

the proper regions of the plate to be scanned under the microscope (i.e., 

momentum intervals that give approxima. tely equal velocities for the various 

particles). In Experiment 2 the accepted an5~lar interval of 9 1 was the same 

as in Experiment 1. 

The distances from the targets to the respective fiducial slits were 

measured with respect to lines inscribed on a long bi~ss measuring bar. tThe 
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Positive pions leaving the target with energies acceptable to the 

defining channel spiral down under the influence of the cyclotron magnetic 

field and enter the detecting emulsion. Because of the channel width, the 

points of entry of the pions are distributed ~ore or less uniformly over the 

entire plate. The positive pions that come to rest within the target decay 

into muons. The muons created near the surface of the target leave with only 

small energy losses and can be accepted by the channel, but since their 

momentum does not exceed p0 , they enter the emulsion in a more limited region 

of the plate. The pions reaching the detecting plate stop within the ernul-

sion, giving rise to muons, approximately 17 percent of which come to the ends 

of their ranges before leaving the emulsion. 

Previous estimates of the rr/~mass ratio indicated a value of about 

1.3. In order to apply the equal-velocity principle, we therefore chose the 

orbit diameters in this ratio. 

As described praviouslyl' the channels were so designed that any meson 

that scattered from the wall would either enter the detector with the wrong 

angle or would have a considerably lower or higher onerg-.r. Such mesons were 

separable from the nain distribution qy the range measurement. This is il1us-

trated by Fig. 7, which shows the distributions of the normalized ranges of · 

the mesons measured on a typical plate. A certain amount of decay in flight 

occurs that cannot be prevented from reaching the detector. In contrast to 

Experiment 3, no background mesons were found in Experiments 1 and 2. 

The detecting plate was mounted on a 1-br-3-inch plate holder having 

an inclination anglr of S0 with respect to the horizontal x-y plane. It was 

similar to those used in Experiments 1 and 2, and the fiducial marking was 

carried out in the smne way. Accepted angles 9' were -11° to 11° for pions, 

and -15° to 11° for f ~esons. 



C. E?Q?osures 
.. 

The eXposures consisted of bombarding the various targets for 30 to 

45 seconds \.lith a circulating proton beam of about lo-7 ampere. The beam 

energy at the proton target was about 70 Hev and at the meson target about 

2)0 :~·rev. During exposure to pions in Experiments 1 and 2 the proton channel 

was plugged to reduce background. Since the emission of high-energy protons 

in the back~ard direction is improbable, on~ a low flux of suitable protons 

was obtained. The detected positive pions were also emitted in the backward 

direction, while the negative pions were emitted in the forward direction. 

The rr+;rr- ratio in a given direction usually considerably exceeds 1, but with 

this experimental arrangement and for this low meson energy, the ratio was 

near unity. 

Before an exposure, the magnetic field was stabilized by permitting 

the cyclotron magnet to warm up for several hours. During an experiment the 

c~~rent was maintained at a standard value; a potentiometer was used to monitor 

it. Fluctuations of about one part in 1000 were experienced. 

D. ~OSCOf!E!~ 

The exposed plates were developed and examined under high-power 

·' microscopes, magnification about 1200, using oil-immersion objectives. The 

long axis of the plate (the x-axis) was aligned with the lateral motion of 

the microscope stage by lining up the centers of the fiducial marks. The 

coordinates, on the microscope stage, of the fiducial centers were recorded 

and the plates were scanned for the tracks of the desired particles. ~fuen 

these were found the coordinates of the first developed grain in the track 

were taken as the point of entry. The microscope stages used enabled one to 

read the x and y coordinates of a point to one micron, but because the 

fiducial lines were somewhat diffuse and about 20 microns in width, the 
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absolute location of a point was known only to about 10 microns. Emulsion 

distortion also contributed to this uncertainty. The angle 9 of the track 

with respect to a local y axis through the point of entry \.ras measured with 

an eyepiece goniometer. The standard error of the angle measurement was 

about 1°. This uncertainty was caused largely b,y the scattering of ~he 

particle in the emulsion. The range of the particle was measured Q1 record-

ing th~ lengths of successive straight se~~ents of track as measured either 

on a calibrated eyepiece reticle or by th~ stage coordinates. The distance 

between the beginning and end of each segment of track was measured. A cor-

rection was applied to the depth measurement for the shrinkage. The total 

range was corrected 0.9 micron for the finite grain spacing. 20 

Three observers took data. One measured tracks by ~eans of the eye-

piece reticle, the other two used the stage coordinates. Great care was 

taken to insure that all thr0e were using comparable standards. Hany cross 

checks were made: One observer tneasured a track using his microscope and 

method and then the plate was given to another observer who used his technique 

to measure the same track. In all cases the difference found was of the same 

order as the error in measurement for a single observer (about 

0.1 x Rl/2 microns). Since any one observer measured all ranges by the same 

method, an absolute calibration of his range scale was not necessary for find-

ing the ratio of the masses nor for deternining the absolute momentum, since 

only range ratios are required. The dip angle d was also recorded. Although 

'the measurement of this quantity offers some difficulties because of particle 

scattering and emulsion shrinkage, it. was measured with a standard deviation 

of about 1°. On the basis of abnormal dip angle measurements, some tracks 

were not measured in Experiment 3, but FxperLments 1 and 2 were remarkably 

free of stray particles. This is illustrated qy Fig. 8, which shows the 

distribution of normalized ranges of all the positive pions found in Experiment 2. 
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The measured average dip angle, when compared with that derived from the 

dimensions of the apparatus, provides an over-all check of the geometry, 

shrinkage factor, and the z-axis calibration of the microscope. 

E. Hagnetic Measurements 

Absolute measurements of the magnetic field were carried out by use 

of a Varian Associates Nuclear Induction Flwaneter. In the preliminary 

experiments, the proton-moment head, containing the water sample and coils, 

was mounted dire-ctly on top of the channel,_ and the Larmor frequency was 

measured at the same. time as the plate was exposed. This arrangement proved 

very cumbersome for efficient operation. The preliminary measurements showed 

that the magnetic field intensity (for the same excitation current) on differ-

ent days remained constant to within a few gauss. This is not particularly 

surprising, as the magnet operated near saturation. A simpler procedure 

could therefore be adopted. After the plate exposures were completed, the 

field measurements were made within a few hours. The magnet excitation 

current was kept constant during this period by means of a Leeds and Northrup 

potentiometer. The proton-moment head was inserted into the cyclotron by 

means of a special probe. The measurements were made in vacuume In addition 

to measurements along a radial line, measurements were made along the proton 

orbit, and along the mirror image of the proton orbit. It was found that the 

radial behavior of the field along the proton orbit was the same as that along 

the central Radial Line, but an azimuthal variation of up to 0.11 was found 

on the mirror-image orbit. This perturbation was probably caused by the .. 
proximity of the vacuum tank wall. The azimuthal effect was too small to 

measure when the positive and negative pion orbits were compared. 

Measurements of the absolute field intensity as a function of cyclo

tron radius were made many times in the p~riod 1950-53. After the magnet 



current had been set.for 5 or 6 hours, the individual values obtained all 

fell within ± 0.1 percent of the mean value even when the measurements were 

repeated on widely different dates. The T...armor frequency, and therefore the 

·• value of the field, was read with about O.OJ percent error for any one deter-

mination. 
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VI II. RESULTS 

A. Positive Pion;i>roto~ Mass Ratio 

UGRL-3147 

The six plates of Experiments 1 and 2 each yielded values for this 

ratio. Corrections were made for (a) the finite size of target and detector, 

(b) the Levis Effect, and (c) the emulsion distortion. To illustrate the 

magnitudes of the corrections, they are itemized in Table III along with the 

mass ratios found. It may be seen that the corrections are small, but not 

quite negligible. We obtain the veighted mean result 

mrr+/~ = o.l4887 ± o.ooo11 • 

The error indicated is the probable error. The chief contribution to the 

uncertainty, here as in the subsequent experiments, arose from the inherent 

Bohr straggling in the ranges~ As seen in Figs. 7 and 8, the Rp-q have the 

expected normal distributions, and Table II lists the sources of variance. 

The.internal-external consistency25 is good, since the ratio of the 

tvo errors i~ unity. 
26 

If the proton mass is taken equal to 1836.1 electron masses, then 

the mass of the positive pion in units of the electron mass is 

mrr+ = 273.3 ± 0.2 • 



Plate 

27152 

27153 

27154 

28848 

28849 

28853 

Table III 

Positive pion/proton mass ratio determinations with corrections for systematic 

effects. 6R and 6R' are the respective extensions of pion and proton ranges 

(in microns) caused by emulsion distortion. 

3.44 '3.~ 
Corrected 

M M• Uncorrected mass ratio 
n n' xlo4 X 1 e1x104 e1 'x1o4 ( ~) c~.t) mass ratio and prob.arror 

--
56 10 4.28 1.87 7.44 1.11 -o.9 -3.2 0.14890 0.14892±0.00030 

49 10 -1.19 1.98 " II +0.1 +0.4 0.14837 O.l484J.;±0.00027 

51 10 7.72 2.02 " II +0.3 +1.2 0.14936 0.14944.±0.00029 

65 10 9.20 le'J4 II II -o.4 -2.2 0.14914 0.1491.3±0.00024 

69 10 9.34 1.92 II ,, +2.0 +9.4 0.14828 0.14841:±0.00027 

78 10 9.83 1.90 II II +1.7 -1J.6 0.14858 0.14891:±0.00025 
0: 

Weighted mean = 0.14887 

Probable error (internal consistency) ±0.00011 

Probable error {external consistency) ±0.00011 

B. ~egative Pion/rositive Pion Mass Ratio = -

Three plates studied in F.xperiment 1 yielded data for the calculation 

of this ratio. Since the particles came from the target during the same bom-

bardment interval and the apparatus was symmetrical for reception of the 

two types, a number of sources of error were eliminated. Geometrical factors 

were excluded and the only significant corrections were (a) the difference 

in stopping power for positive and negative particles, and (b) the emulsion 

distortion. Table IV lists the Lnass ratios determinen in the individual 

plates and the final weighted mean corrected for the difference in stopping 
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power of ~e positive and negative pions in emulsion. (Section IV-B.) The 

final result obtained is 

~-!~+ = 0.998 ± 0.002 • 

We may also compute the negative :;ion mass directly from the rr-/proton 

mass-ratio observed in Experiment 1. ~king all corrections, we obtain in 

electron-mass units 

~- = 272.8 ± 0.3 • 

Table IV 

Negative pion/positive pion mass ratio determinations 

Plate 

27152 

27153 

27154 

Mass ratio 
Uncorrected corrected 

-!!.... ....!!!.... mass ratio for distortion 

54 56 0.9908 0.9919 ± 0.0021 

49 49 0.9993 0.9992 ± 0.0023 

44 51 1.0009 1.0006 ± 0.0023 

1tleighted mean = 0.9969 

(with Fermi correction for stopping difference}: 0.9979 

Probable error (internal consistency) :::: ± 0.0014 

Probable error (external consistency) = ± 0.0018 

C. Positive Pion)Positive Muon Mass Ratio 

In Experiment 3 the data ware obtained from five plates. Corrections 

have been made for the Lewis Effect and for the finite target and detector 

dimensions. Since the emulsion peeled off the glass backing, adequate dis-

tortion measurements were not completed. Fortunately this ratio is very 

insensitive to the distortion, since the pions and muons enter the emulsion 

from the same direction with residual ranges differing only b,y about 3o%. 
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Furthermore, the distortion effe~t varies in sign and magnitude from plate 

to plate, so that it can be treated as a random variable of mean value zero. 

The mass ratio, uncorrected for disto~ion, has been calculated for each of 

the five plates and a weighted mean obtained. These figures are given In 

Table V. We have derived the uncertainty in the mass ratio from the external 

consistency of the results. It is quoted as a probable error in the following: 

~+/m~+ = 1.321 ± 0.002 • 

It is of interest to note in Table V that the statistical probable error 

as calculated from internal consistency is essentially equal to that derived 

from external consistency, indicat~ng that no large systematic errors are 

present. 

If we employ this pion-muon mass ratio with the measured positive 

pion mass of Sec. VIII-A, we have m1} = 206.9 ± 0.4 in units of the 

electron mass. 

Table V 

Heasurements of ratio of masses of positive pions to 

masses of positive muons 

Uncorrected Corrected 
Plate ~ n~ mass ratio mass ratio 

25957 31 27 1.3264 1.3258 ± o.oo49 
25958 49 46 1.3253 1.3265 ± 0.0036 

25959 50 38 1.3227 1.3205 ± o.oo36 

25961 51 30 1.3213 1.3220 ± o.oo36 
25967 52 20 1.3110 1.3079 ± 0.0043 

~ and n~ are the respective numbers of pions and muons measured on each plate 

Weighted mean = 1.321 ± 0.002 

Probable error (internal consistency) = ± 0.0017 

Probable error (external consistency) = ± 0.0020 
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D. The Absolute Muon Decay ~.fomentum 

Exper~nents 2 and 3 each yield data from which to calculate the center-

of-mass momentum, p0 , acquired by the muon when the pion decays. The informa

tion is summarized in Table VI. The finite target-detector corrections were 

again made in both experiments. The I.ewis Effect was corrected for in 

Experiment 2 (see Eq. (33)). In Experiment 3, however, the Lewis Effect cor

rection vanishes as muons are compared with muons (see Eq. (31)). In neither 

case was a correction made for emulsion distortion. The argument here is the 

same as in the determination of the pi/mu mass ratio. The ratio of the internal 

to external probable errors is again equal to unity within the statistics of 

the experiment. The final probable error quoted below is calculated from the 

external consistency of the data. Since the determination of a final mean 
! 

valUe for p
0 

from both runs involves interrelated and dependent quantities, 

a simple averaging of the two values is not valid. The process of deriving 

the most probable value for p0 and its error is rather too detailed for 

presentation here, but is treated in Reference 2i. We quote: 

p0 = 29.80 ± 0.04 Mev/c • 
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Table VI 

Summar.y of ab~olute decay momentum measurements 

Uncorrected Corrected Statistical a 
momentum probable error 

Experiment ~ (lo-5 gauss:..mml 
mgmentum 

(10- gaus·s-mm) (lo-5 gauss-nnn.) 

2 

3 

28848 9.947 9.948 ± 0.016 

28849 9.913 9.912 ± 0.018 

28853 9.924 9.924 ± 0.018 

25957 9.946 9.954 ± 0.026 

25958 9.967 9.961 ± 0.020 

25959 9.'Jll 9.930 ± 0.017 

25961 ').945 9.943 ± 0.019 

25967 10.019 10.046 ± 0.026' 

~oes not include uncertainty in absolute value of magnetic field 

Expt. 2: Weighted mean = 9.958 x 105 gauss-mm. 

Statistical probable error (internal consistency) = ± 0.001 x 105 ga~s-mm 

Statistical probable error (external consistency) = ± 0.011 x 105 ga.uss-mm 

p = 29.85 ± 0.05 l'.fev/c (including uncertainty in absolute magnetic field) 
0 2 

Expt. 3: Weighted mean = 9. 929 x 105 gauss-mm 

Statistical probable error (internal consistency) = 0.010 x 105 gauss-mm 

Statistical probable error (external consistency) = 0.007 x 105 gauss-mm 

p0 = 29.77 ± o.o; !4ev/c (including uncertainty in absolute magnetic field) 
3 
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E. The Nasa of the Neutral Decaz Particle 

If we employ the method of least squares to calculate the weighted 

mean value for m~ with its associated probable error, we are led to an 

cumbersome algebraic expression. The derived mass of the presumed 

neutrino is extremely sensitive to slight variations in a, p0 , and m~ • 

Therefore, because of the statistical uncertainties in the values of these 

parameters, the exact analytical solution is not attempted and a graphical 

method is applied. Higher accuracy is also ac~ieved if one replaces m~ in 

Eq. (25) by the quantity m..,!a, where IDrr is the value for the pion mass. 

The graphical solution is preaented in Fig. 9. A family of curves for dif

ferent values of m,J/m/-t can be plotted as .a. function of a and the quantity 

p0/y. The hatched region is the area subtended by their probable errors. 

If one substitutes the final weighted means given above for these parameters 

2 into Eq. (25), one finds (mv/m/-t) = 0.0001, but with an error of± 0.0004. 

Examination of Fig. 9 indicates a probable upper limit to the mass of the 

neutral decay particle of 7 electron masses. 

F. The Pi-Hu Hass Difference and the Mass of the Muon 

As mentioned previously in Sec. VI-A, certain mass relations are 

insensitive to the mass of the neutral decay particle if m is small. There

fore, if we assume m~ = 0, we obtain the following results (in units of the 

electron mass): 

Expt. 2: 

Expt. 3: 

He an: 

llir+ - m1_t = 66.53 ± 0.10 

mrr+ - mi-t+ = 66.32 ± 0.10 

mrr+ - m~+ = 66.41 ± 0.07 

Introducing the pion value into our final weighted mean value for 

the TT-IJJ mass difference, we have 

~u+ = 206.9 ± 0.2 • 

' ' 
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This value represents the most accurate determination of the mass of the 

positive muon in this series of experiments. 

G. The Absolute Kinetic Energy of the Muon 

Assuming m.v = 0, we have, from Eq. (28), 

Expt. 2: T0 = 4.126 ± O.Ol?Mev, 

Expt. 3: 

t-1:ea.n: 

T0 = 4.117 ± 0.023 Mev, 

T0 = 4.123 ± 0.016 Mev. 

The kinetic energy of the muon can also be determined from the usual 

relativistic energy-momentum~ss relation, Eq. (29), with no assumptions 

being made about the mass of the neutrino. One uses the above determinations 

of p0 , mrr+' and the ffirr+/m/.-t+ mass ratio. Here, also, the evaluation of the 

error in the calculation is complicated because these quantities are to some 

extent dependent. The complete analysis employing a graphical method once 

again is given in Reference 21. One finds 

T0 = 4.12 ± 0.02 Mev. 
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IX. DISCUSSION 

We conclude qy making some general statements regarding the philosophy 

of these measurements and some specific remarks about the results. 

In planning a precise physical measurement it is important to antici-. 
pate the distribution of the statistics to be obtained so that spurious 

. events (background) or excessive variance can be detected. It may be possible 

to construct a function of the quantity to be measured that is normally dis

tributed with a calculable standard deviation. In such cases, all the 

statistical theor,y of the gaussian distribution is available to test the 

consistency of the results. In our experiments the quantity Rp-q was intro-

duced for this purpose. Heasurements of this quantity had the predicted 

distribution; this distribution provided direct information on the statistical 

reliability of the data. The variance arose chiefly from the inherent 

straggling of ranges. 

For the reduction of systematic errors, two useful principles of 

physical measurement are applicable. These are the ratio principle and the. 

null principle. 27 Both have been utilized in the experimentso Only ratios 

of like quantities are measured, and when the equal-velocity condition is 

introduced, the moment~ exponent q drops out of the equations and a 

''balance" is attained in which the ratio common to the ranges and the momenta 

is equal to the mass ratio. vlhile the approach to the "null" condition can 

always be made qy succe3sive approximations, the initial momentum ratios we 

chose were already satisfactory, so that nothing was to be gained b,y closer 

matching of the velocity intervals in which the particles were selected • 

It is noteworthy that the most precise indirect measurements now are 

in complete accord with these results. The residual difference that remains 

in the above-quoted positive and negative pion masses has a very low 
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significance level. Possibly a further study of the relative stopping 

powers of' matter f'or particles of opposite sign may be justified, howver. 

Our analysis of the rr-J-.t decay requires a "neutrino" to account for 

the missing mass-energy, momentum, and angular momentum.. A fermion with 

momentum in Hev/c equal to its energy in Mev is required to balance the 

conservation relations. 

The results also imply that the magnitude of the electric charge 

carried by mesons is identical to the electronic quantum of charge, for the 

apparent mass values obtained by different methods are very sensitive to the 

charge and depend on it in different ways. 

This work stems from early experiments of E. Gardner and 

28 c. M. G. Lattes, and their ideas have been retained in some of the experi-

mental procedures. Before poor health forced the discontinuance of his work, 

many aspects of these experiments were planned in discussions with Dr. Gardner. 

Throughout the extended period during which this work was carried on, we 

enjoyed the invaluable cooperation of many· individuals in the Radiation 

Laboratory. In particular, we are indebted to Mre. ~. ,Griswold for aid 

in plate measurements, to James Vale and ~loyd Houser for reliable cyclotron 

operations, and to the computing group, under the leadership of John Killeen, 

for aid in the reduction of data. 

This work ltras done under the auspices of the lJ. s. Atomic Energy 

Commission • 
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IEGENDS FOH. FIGURES 

Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating-the trochoidal type of median-plane 

orbit followed by a charged particle in the radially decreasing magnetic 

field of the cyclotron. The orbit is periodically tangent to the liberation 

limits at radii 11_ and ~· The quantities needed for an analysis of the 

orbit are labeled. 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a particle orbit extending from the 

target and terminating on the plate. The point at which the particle origi

nated (x1 , y1 , z1), and the point at which it is detected (x2, y2, -z
0

- ey2), 

are shown. The quantity € is the tangent of the angle of tilt of the 

plate, and the coordinate system employed is.a local rectangular frame with 

origin at the center of the target. 

Fig. 3. Basic plan view of the apparatus for Experiments 1 and 2, 

showing the two targets and the detector plate. The targets were not in 

place simultaneously during the bombard.'nents. The surface of the emulsion 

was somewhat below the levei of the circulating beam so that the particles 

entered the emulsion through the upper surface with a small angle of dip. 

Fig. 4• Detailed sketches of the top and side view of the apparatus 

for Experiments 1 and 2 mounted on the probe cart, showing 

a. The proton target. 

b. The stop for defining the amount of extension of the proton target. 

c. Elastic member which extends the proton target when (i) is not in 

contact with the lock dooro 

d. The pion target. 

e. The positive-pion channel. 

f. The negative-pion channel. 
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g. The proton channel. 

h. Nuclear-track plate on top of the plate holder. 

i. The end of the extensible rod that contacts the airlock door. 

Fig. 5. Drawing of target holder for Experiments 1 and 2. 

Fig. 6. Perspective view of the apparatus of Experl.ment ). 

Fig. 7. Normalized range distributions from one of the plates of 

Ex:geriment 3. Note that the small amount of background is well separated 

from the main distribution. (R1 in units of microns and pin gauss-n~.) 

Fig. 8. Distributions of the normalized ranges of the positive pions 

in the three plates of Experiment 2. 

Fig. J. Graphical solution to estimate the neutrino mass from Eq. (6). 

The hatched region is the. area defined by the probable errors in· the rr/;.t 

mass ratio and the quantity p0 /mnc· A probable upper lL~it of 6 or 7 m0 

is indicated • 
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